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Gamer’s Corner: Thief 
by: RJ Coleman 

 

 

Take yourself out of your ideal       
fantasies and try to imagine something      
different. Envisage yourself in a city      
where darkness, disease, sickness, and     
oppression is rampant. Instead of a      
government trying to satisfy the people, it       
robs them of their freedom, their      
happiness, and their life. You are under a        
baron who rules with an iron fist, and        
oppresses the citizens so much that the       
thought of an insurrection is prevalent. In       
this city, hatred is everywhere and the       
rich prosper, while the less fortunate face       
misery and oppression. You must think      
are you going to wait for something to        
change. Into this shadowy world steps      
Garrett, the master thief. In Thief,      
Garrett finds himself entangled in     
growing layers of conflicts while an      
uprising is emerging. The only thing      
Garrett can trust is his skills and if he         
doesn’t get involved, the streets will run       
red with blood and the city will tear itself         
apart. 

In this first person adventure, the       
player takes full control of Garrett, with       
the freedom to choose their path through       
the game’s levels and how they approach       
and overcome each challenge. The player      
has multiple options on how to complete a        
level. They can choose the silent      
approach. The player can sneak into the       
area undetected and retrieve the object      
without ever being seen. Or, the player       
will create distractions to divert the      
guards and take them down silently. But,       
every heist is not successful. Some      
missions Garrett will have to plea and       
hopefully make it out alive. 

Thief is a reinvention of a franchise        
that helped define an entire genre of       
games. It’s the fourth title in a series that         
essentially invented the stealth genre as      
we now understand it and that influenced       
later games like Splinter Cell, Dishonored,      
and the Batman games. I recommend this       
game to anyone who loves stealth games. 

Agree? Disagree? What game would you like to               
see reviewed in the next issue? Email             
batodaygames@gmail.com 

 

 

Athlete Spotlight: 
Caroline Parker and Zack 

Smith 
by: Casey Burnette 

  
Hey guys! We’re doing something a little        

different with athlete of the week from       
now on. Instead of having one athlete per        
week, we are going to have one boy and         
one girl athlete per week.  

This week's girl athlete of the week is         
Junior Caroline Parker. Due to her      
fantastic pitching skills and    
determination, she pitched up to three      
wins over Tuscaloosa Academy, Coosa     
Valley, and Kingwood; T.A. and Kingwood      
are two region wins. Not only is Caroline a         
pitcher, but she is also a 1st baseman for         
the Lady Rebels. Caroline started playing      
softball at the age of 6 and pitching at the          
age of 10. Caroline is looking forward to        
helping the Lady Rebels bring more      
success to this season.  

    Caroline Parker 

This week’s guy athlete of the week is         
yet again Junior Zack Smith! Coach Boyd       
feels as if Zack is the only deserving        
player of this title. This is probably       
because of the unfortunate performance     
at the most recent tournament. Zack is       
still batting over a 600 with 15 RBI’s and         
11 scored runs. Oh, just in case you didn’t         
know, Zack is the Varsity second      
basemen. I asked him how he felt about        
being athlete of the week again, and he        
said, “I’m proud of the outcome of all my         
hard work.” He also told me that he is still          
striving everyday to be more and more       
like Coach Kress. 
Who do you want to see in the spotlight? Text                   
batodaysports@gmail.com 
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Memes of the Week 
by:Warren Rocksvold 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 



 

 

Science Talk: Bloody Stem Cell 
by: Zac Wade 

 
Many times over, scientists have tried to        

develop a synthetic form of blood to be used         
in blood transfusions. Although we’re able to       
transport blood from one person to another,       
there are many complications in doing so       
which leads scientists to work on creating a        
synthetic form of blood. However, these      
synthetic forms have either been more      
harmful to the body than helpful or have not         
been able to actually perform the required       
task. Eventually, scientists basically gave up      
trying to create a synthetic form of blood. 

Although not actually synthetic, scientists      
have finally come up with a possible way to         
replace the need for a constant blood supply.        
A Paris-based research group lead by Luc       
Douay, professor of hematology at     
University Pierre and Marie Curie Faculty      
of Medicine, has had some major success by        
using stemlike-cells derived from blood.     
These cells are on par with normal blood        
when it comes to survival time and are not         
damaging to the patient’s body.     
Furthermore, these cells are able to be       
stored easily in refrigerated temperatures.  

Although this new medical advancement      
is not 100% perfected and not fully field        
tested, it is believed to be a major step in the           
advancements of medicine.  
 

 

  
Questions for our tech guru? What would you like to 
see in the next issue? Text or email 
batodaytechtalk@gmail.com 

 

Crossword Puzzle by: Warren Rocksvold 

 

 

 

 

 

How was your spring break? 
WE WANT TO KNOW! 

Have a funny adventure you’d like to share with BA Today? Drop your story in the Ask 
Angie box, and it can be featured in next week’s issue! You can also be interviewed by one 

of our staff members! 
 

Emily Harrison, Casey Burnette, Tila Vines, RJ Coleman, Zac Wade, Warren Rocksvold 
 


